
Why Carefree Standard?

Carefree Standard is a dual purpose unit that offers selectable 
hold-open or swing free functions. 

In hold-open mode it offers a facility to firmly hold doors open so 
that residents cannot easily close the door. This system is ideal for 
corridor doors or some communal rooms where some residents 
may maliciously close the door to exclude others. 

Many conventional hold-open systems need a button to be 
pressed to release the door manually, (which most staff never do 
resulting in damage to the doors and devices). A particular feature 
of Carefree Standard is that the door is specifically designed to 
be manually released with a simple, firm pull making operation 
intuitive for staff and preventing damage to the doors and fittings. 

Other Carefree products from Holdfire:
Carefree Door Closer: 
A DDA compliant simple door closer

Carefree Duo:
A unique system for doors where a closing action is 
required for privacy reasons but a conventional fire 
door closer is too heavy

Carefree Plus: 
Swing free closer with anti-slam and anti-drift features 
for care facilities

Holdfire Carefree Standard is a dual purpose 
unit that offers selectable hold-open or 
swing free functions.

Low cost, simple mechanism
Selectable hold open or swing free function
Ideal for corridor, communal and staff 
area doors
Safe, slow swing speed in fire condition
A comprehensive 10 year guarantee
Suitable for both new construction and retrofit
Fully tested to British and European standards
Available in a wide range of finishes and colours

Swing Free:

Carefree Standard also offers a swing free facility but without the 
additional safety features of Carefree Plus. The swing free function 
is simply selected by changing a screw position on the unit. Swing 
free mode without the safety features is ideally suited to staff areas 
such as offices, nurse stations, kitchens and laundry rooms. 

Additionally, Carefree Standard in swing free mode has been 
used very successfully for Flat entrance doors in sheltered housing 
schemes. The requirement here is for the door to be easily opened 
but as Flat doors are generally closed the anti-slam and anti-drift 
feature of Carefree Plus are less relevant.



For further information, please call: 
0800 111 6104                                               
Alternatively, you can email us at:                                                                                        
info@holdfire.com                                                               
Or, visit the website:                                                                                        
www.holdfire.com

One of the most versatile units 
on the market, offering:

Slimline profile allows closer to be positioned behind most doors
Parallel arm or projecting arm configurations
Push or pull side installation & either handed
Will not warp doors like traditional door holders
Latch and closing speed control
Hold open from 70 to 170 degrees
Selectable power (template) up to size 4

Design:

Traditionally door closers with built in hold-
open or swing free mechanisms have been 
expensive, ugly, complex looking pieces 
of equipment. In keeping with the Holdfire 
design philosophy, the Holdfire unit is a
slimline, low profile mechanism that is
even smaller than many types of basic
overhead closer.

Yet despite its size, this versatile system offers 
the capability to allow the door to swing-free 
or securely hold the door at any angle from 
70-170 degrees, making it suitable for both 
bedroom and corridor doors.

With a powerful closing engine and two 
speed adjustments, Carefree can be 
configured to slowly close when the fire 
alarms are activated and powerfully drive the 
door past the cold smoke seals to latch.

We are the only company that gives a full 
10 year guarantee on both mechanical and 
electrical aspects, including the wire loop 
from the unit to the door frame.

Technical Data:

Finishes:

Spray silver
Brushed stainless steel
Brass plated
Chrome plated
Colour matching

Power requirement:

24V DC, 2.8W

Standards:

BS EN 1155 which incorporates BS EN 1634. 
Can be installed to meet BS 7273 Cat A.


